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Your monthly dose of
news you can use:
USP gives breathing room
USP announced delayed implementation dates of
Chapters <795>, <797>, and <825>, but it's
critically important to continue to work to full
compliance with these chapters and USP
<800>. Patient and worker safety is at stake, and
compliance is of the utmost importance. Need help?
Contact us now and we can provide the expertise
and resources you need to reach compliance. Read
the update here.

Increased scrutiny builds pressure on admin
We all know that USP compliance for compounding
practices is essential for patient, worker and
community safety. Now, FDA, Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services (CMS), and state regulatory
bodies are increasingly applying pressure on
hospitals to meet compounding standards set out in
USP. Hospital leaders must be familiar with
standards and include necessary changes in
hospital planning and budgeting, according to Fred
Massoomi as reported here in Pharmacy Practice
News. 
 
CMS not giving up on 340B-based payment
cuts
HHS moved to reduce payments to hospitals using
340B pricing in 2018 when it altered the OPPS
formula for 340B covered entity reimbursement to
average sales price minus 22.5%. This resulted in a
very significant 30 percent cut for 340B hospitals.
Read more here.
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Important notice from Genentech
re: Emicizumab (HEMLIBRA)
Genentech voluntarily announced the presence of
translucent particles in emicizumab batches that
exceed their current dossier standard of “practically
particle free.” However, multiple agencies have
determined there is no change to the risk-benefit
evaluation of emicizumab as it is currently
manufactured and available for patient use as a
result of these particulates. Read more here. 
 
Important notice from DEA
"The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) is
amending its regulations to implement a new single-
sheet format for DEA Form 222, used by DEA
registrants to order schedules I and II controlled
substances. The rule provides for a two-year
transition period, during which the existing triplicate
version of the forms may continue to be used. The
rule also includes a number of minor procedural
changes." See the full notice here.

Gene Therapy: Significant Therapeutic Value
with Significant Cost
Gene therapy continues to show incredible promise
for the “cure” or elimination of disease rather than
control. However, along with this promising
therapeutic advancement comes the challenge of
how to pay for this entirely new class of therapy.
The most recent addition to the gene therapy
armamentarium, Zolgensma (onasemnogene) from
AveXis, a Novartis subsidiary, presents an
interesting model for study. Read about it here.

 
 

 

340B Coalition Winter
Conference, February 10-12, San
Diego. Stop by our exhibit or
schedule a time to meet.
 
Career Opportunities

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
Center in Boston is searching for
candidates for key roles
in Oncology and 340B. Click on the
title to view the posting:

Associate Director of Pharmacy
340B Program 

Oncology Clinical Pharmacy
Manager

PRESENTATIONS &
PUBLICATIONS

Catch up on our recent
publications HERE.

In other compounding
"news"

If you have not watched the "Last
Week Tonight with John
Oliver" episode dealing with
compounding pharmacies, you may
want to check it out. He makes a
number of very good
points. (Warning: As always with
John Oliver he uses some very off-
color language in his work and we
do not endorse that language so
watch with caution if you choose to
view the link.)
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